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ACROSS
1. This and that
8. Primary source of federal revenue prior to income taxation
15. Caesarean component?
16. Like something you don’t see every day
17. "Yay, me!"
18. Annoyingly free of faults
19. Crispy carbs (that are highly underrated IMO)
21. Futile
22. Name on the list of "Dancing With the Stars" winners
24. Pastel de ___ leches
25. Heated?
30. Delle Donne of the WNBA
32. Believer’s suffix
33. Many a nastygram
36. Not-quite-a-gallop gait
37. Gamelan instrument, often
39. "Ridin'" rapper
43. Del ___ Funkee Homosapien
44. "O, I am ____!" ("Romeo and Juliet" line)
45. Phishing targets (abbr.)
46. Statistic for Lauren Chamberlain
48. Any of five popes, for short
50. Behind
52. Bottoms with buttons
58. Part of France's motto
60. Chilly trattoria treat
61. Tasting sponsor, often
62. Resolve
63. Jacks on ships
64. Puts in groups

DOWN
1. Never–give–up quality
2. Black–and–white Best Picture nominee
3. He loves, in Latin
4. Gave a command to
5. Oktoberfest quaff
6. "America" singer
7. Pry or unscrew
8. Got physical
9. Daniel's costar in "Knives Out"
10. Make unusable
11. "Darius the Great ___ Okay" (Adib Kohrrram novel)
12. Like much sci-fi
13. Reason for a track DQ
14. Foxiest?
15. Was a snitch
16. ___ a customer
21. Investigating a 1–Across, perhaps
22. Cocktails with cherries
23. ___ noche (tonight, en español)
24. Taylor who emceed "Fantasia"
25. Half Lord of the Fishes, for one
26. Tasty parts of a pomegranate
27. Computer available in most ROY G. BIV colors
28. Possessive used with "amis"
29. Gets sudsy
30. Gets sudsy
31. Acts the klepto
32. Big name in Chicago, once
33. Reason for a continued relationship, often
34. Act the klepto
35. Big name in Chicago, once
36. Reason for a continued relationship, often
37. Act the klepto
38. Big name in Chicago, once
39. Reason for a continued relationship, often
40. Name taken by Lisa Halaby upon her marriage
41. 6, for C
42. They're no amateurs
43. 6, for C
44. They're no amateurs
45. Letter–shaped rivet
46. Has a session
47. They're no amateurs
48. Has a session
49. They're no amateurs
50. Has a session
51. They're no amateurs
52. Has a session
53. They're no amateurs
54. Has a session
55. They're no amateurs
56. Has a session
57. They're no amateurs
58. Has a session
59. They're no amateurs
60. Has a session
61. They're no amateurs
62. Has a session
63. They're no amateurs
64. Has a session
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